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Year Ending Dec. 31 , 1 982
SCHOOL DISTRICT REPORTS
Year Ending June 30, 1 982
ynlverslty of New Hampshire Ubrary,
ABOUT THIS REPORT
This report is prepared and printed for your benefit and
is intended to give you a complete picture of your town and
school. What has been done, where the money went, and
what faces us in the future.
For your convenience, we have color coded the report this
year. Town matters are white and all school matters are
blue.
We endeavor each year to improve your report to make it
readable and understandable. If you have any suggestions as.




Selectmen meet every first and third Monday of the month.
To contact:
Police Department 483-2317




Selectmen's Office Hours: 483-8101
Mon. '& Wed. 9 am to 1 pm - Tues. & Thur.
9 am to 3 pm - Fri. 9 am to 12 noon
Town Incinerator Open: Wed., Sat. & Sun. 8:30 am to 4:30
pm. No non-inflammable materials can be accepted. No
brush larger than 5" in diameter. No fill of any sort.
The above must be adhered to as this is no longer a land
fill operation per order of the Solid Waste Management
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 10:00 A.M. TO 7:00 P.M.
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE TOWN OF CANDIA, IN THE
COUNTY OF ROCKINGHAM, IN SAID STATE, QUALIFIED TO VOTE
IN TOWN AFFAIR:
You are hereby notified to meet at Moore School Auditorium in said
Candia on Tuesday, the 8th day of March, next at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1
.
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray Town
charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations of the same.
3. To see if the Town will vote to adopt changes in zoning and
building regulations proposed by the Planning Board to be voted by secret
ballot.
You are hereby also notified to meet on Friday, the eleventh of March
next at seven-thirty in the evening at Moore School Auditorium to consider
the following articles:
1. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Nine Hundred Nineteen Dollars and Nineteen cents ($919.19) for Town
Road Aid, to which the State will contribute Six Thousand One Hundred
Twenty-Seven Dollars and Ninety -Three cents ($6,127.93).
2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
One Thousand Three Hundred and Fifty Dollars and no cents ($1,350.00) in
continuation of its support for the services of the Newmarket Regional
Health Center.
3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
One Thousand Dollars and no cents ($1,000.00) in continuation of its
support for the services of the Raymond Ambulance, Inc.
4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
One Thousand Two Hundred Seventy-Nine Dollars and no cents ($1,279.00)
to the Greater Raymond Community Action Center, part of the
Rockingham County Community Action Program, Inc., a private, non-
profit, anti-poverty agency. This amount represents 2.5% of $51,188.00
(Fifty-One Thousand, One Hundred Eighty-eight Dollars), the value of
services rendered to Candia residents from September 1, 1981 through
August 31, 1982.
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5. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of Three
Thousand, Five Hundred, Ninety-Four Dollars and no cents ($3,594.00) to
be paid to the Visiting Nurse Association and Home Health Care Agency of
Greater Manchester, Inc., to defray the costs of the Agency's activities in
the Town.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Three Thousand Five Hundred Dollars and no cents ($3,500.00) for
operating expenses of the Candia Recreation Association. The money to be
spent under the direction of the Candia Recreation Association. Submitted
by petition from 12 registered voters of the Town of Candia.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Eight Thousand Four Hundred Forty Dollars and no cents ($8,440.00) to
purchase a 1983 Police Cruiser, equipped with a spot Hght and emergency
roof lights. The money to be expended under the direction of the Chief of
Police, and the money be available by April 30, 1983. Submitted by petition
from 12 registered voters of the Town of Candia.
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
One Thousand Six Hundred Seventy-Eight Dollars and no cents ($1,678.00)
to purchase a six channel, two way mobile radio. The money to be expended
under the direction of the Chief of Police, and the money to be available by
April 30, 1983. Submitted by petition from 12 registered voters of the Town
of Candia.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Five Thousand Dollars and no cents ($5,000.00) to the Candia Rescue. Such
funds to be expended in total under the direction of Candia Rescue, and to
be disbursed to the Candia Rescue Squad by April 30, 1983.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Fourteen Thousand Dollars and no cents ($14,000.00) for operating
expenses of the Smyth PubHc Library for the ensuing year. These funds to
be expended under the direction of the Smyth Public Library Association.
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars and no cents ($25,000.00) for fire
suppression and fire prevention for the Town of Candia, N.H. The money
to be expended under the direction of the Candia Volunteer Firemen's
Association, Inc. by April 30, 1983.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Eighteen Thousand Dollars and no cents ($18,000.00) from General Revenue
Sharing Funds and authorize the Candia Board of Selectmen to expend same
for a Town Office.
13. To see if the Town will vote to accept that portion of the Budget
not already acted upon and raise the sum of Three Hundred Sixty-Three
Thousand Six Hundred Ninety-Five Dollars and Forty-Three cents
($363,695.43).
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14. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Treasurer, with
approval of the Selectmen, to appoint a Deputy Treasurer. Said Deputy
shall be sworn, shall have the powers of theTreasurer, and may be removed
at the pleasure of the Treasurer. Pursuant to RSA 41:29a.
15. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Town to accept and
expend such funds as are made available to Candia Forest Fire Warden
under the Rural Development Act of 1972, Title IV.
16. To see if the Town will vote to estabhsh a permit program
concerning the sale, distribution and use of unvented space heaters,
pursuant to RSA 31:60a. Said program to be estabhshed and administered
by the Chief of the Candia Volunteer Fire Department.
17. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Candia Volunteer
Fire Department to go to the aid of other towns, villages or fire districts for
purposes of extinguishing fires therein, and on a reciprocal basis all
pursuant to RSA 154:24 and 154:30-d.
18. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen and
Treasurer to negotiate temporary loans in anticipation of taxes.
19. To see if the Town will vote to accept such trust funds as have
been received this past year.
20. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to administer, or
dispose of by auction, any real estate acquired by the Town through Tax
Collector's Deed.
21. To transact any other business that may legally come before said
meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this Fourteenth day of February in the
year of our Lord Nineteen Hundred and Eighty-Two.
Richard E. Gilbert
James B. Laing
Robert A. Baker, Sr.
Selectmen of Candia
A true copy of Warrant-Attest:
Richard E. Gilbert
James B. Laing
Robert A. Baker, Sr.
Selectmen of Candia
BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF CANDIA — 1983
WELFARE
General Assistance 7,000.00 6,261.88 7,000.00
Old Age Assistance 5,500.0 1,000.00
Aid to the Disabled 6,500.00 1,860.50 6,000.00
Raymond CAP Center 1,286.00 1,286.00 1,279.00
CULTURE AND RECREATION
Library 14,000.00 14,000.00 14,000.00
Parks and Recreation 1,538.89 3,000.00
Conservation Commission 300.00 300.00 300.00
Candia Recreation Association 3,000.00 3,000.00 3,500.00
DEBT SERVICE
Interest Expense - Tax
Anticipation Notes 25,000.00 17,937.30 12,000.00
CAPITAL OUTLAY
New Boston Road Bridge 22,600.00 22,600.00**
New Boston Road Bridge/
Revenue Sharing 20,000.00 20,000.00**
Town Office/Revenue Sharing 18,000.00
MISCELLANEOUS
PICA, Retirement & Pension
Contributions 8,000.00 4,427.61 5,000.00
Insurance 10,878.00 17,274.00 15,000.00
Unemployment Compensation 900.00 449 .61 900.00
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS $457,024.64 $443,550.47 $447,455.62
**ENCUMBERED
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues, Exclusive of Taxes $245,585.00








Resident Taxes $ 18,000.00 $ 17,640.00 $ 18,340.00
National Bank Stock taxes 20.00
Yield Taxes 3,000.00 9,436.70 7,000.00
Interest and Penalties on Taxes 10,000.00 21,653.84 15,000.00
Inventory Penalties 900.00
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES
Meals and Rooms Tax 25,000.00 28,102.62 25,00.00
Interest and Dividends tax 15,000.00 8,297.93 8,000.00
Savings Bank Tax 3,000.00 4,043.10 4,000.00
Highway Subsidy 21,000.00 21,813.82 25,000.00
Reimb. a/c State-Federal
Forest Land 245.00 279.88 245.00
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Motor Vehicle Fee Distribution 7,65 1 .80 7,500.00
Reimb. a/c Business Profits Tax 7,500.00 6,000.00
LICENSES AND PERMITS
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 70,000.00 79,335.50 79,000.00
Dog Licenses & Kennel Fees 3,000.00 2,015.00 2,000.00
Business Licenses, Permits
and Filing Fees 1,000.00 2,043.89 1,500.00
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
Income from Departments 400.00 1,032.82 500.00
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
Interest on Deposits 30,000.00 22,993.25 15,000.00
Moore Fund (Highway) 12,000.00 14,342.13 13,500.00
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
Revenue Sharing Fund 21,000.00 22,288.00 18,000.00
TOTAL REVENUES AND
CREDITS $241,065.00 $262,970.28 $245,585.00
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TAX YEAR 1982
SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION





Blind Exemption - 1 $15,000.00
Elderly Exemption - 62 691,450.00
TOTAL EXEMPTIONS ALLOWED 706,450.00
NET VALUATION ON WHICH THE
TAX RATE IS COMPUTED $63,79 1 ,055.00
NUMBER OF INVENTORIES DISTRIBUTED
IN 1982 -1369
NUMBER OF INVENTORIES PROPERLY
COMPLETED AND FILED IN 1982 - 1278
Number of Individuals Applying for an
Elderly Exemption 1982 31 at $10,000.00
9 at 15,000.00
17 at 20,000.00
Number of Individuals Granted an
Elderly Exemption 1982 30 at $10,000.00
9 at 15,000.00
14 at 20,000.00
Total Number of Individual Property Owners who were granted
Current Use Exemption in 1982 - 130












**This figure includes homesites
1. of Owners
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATION
TAXES ASSESSED FOR THE TAX YEAR 1982
Town Officers' Salaries
SOURCES OF REVENUE
Resident taxes $ 18,340.00
National Bank Stock taxes 20.00
Yield Taxes 10,462.00
Interest and Penalties of Taxes 1 5 ,000.00
Inventory Penalties 900.00
Meals and Rooms Tax 28,103.00
Interest and Dividends Tax 8,298.00
Savings Bank Tax 4,043.00
Highway Subsidy 2 1 ,8 1 4.00
Reimb. a/c State-Federal Forest Land 245.00
Motor Vehicle Fee Distribution 7,652.00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 70,000.00
Dog Licenses 3,000.00
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 1,000.00
Income From Departments 400.00
Interest on Deposits 26,000.00
Moore Fund (Highway) 1 2,000.00




TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS $263,777.00
TAX RATE COMPUTATION
TOTAL TOWN APPROPRIATIONS $ 457,025.00
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 263,277.00
NET TOWN APPROPRIATIONS 193,748.00
NET SCHOOL TAX ASSESSMENT 1,164,043.00
COUNTY TAX ASSESSMENT 90,63 1 .00
TOTAL OF TOWN, SCHOOL AND COUNTY 1 ,448,422.00
DEDUCT TOTAL BUSINESS PROFITS TAX
REIMBURSEMENT 51,463.00
ADD WAR SERVICE CREDITS 16,580.00
ADD OVERLAY 21,760.00









This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from
official records and is correct to the best of our knowledge and belief.
Richard E. Gilbert
James B. Laing
Robert A. Baker, Sr.
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CASH: (in hands of treasurer)
Checking Account $ 85,171.60
Certificates of Deposit 400,000.00
Revenue Sharing Account 21,887.43
Elevens Drive Surety Account 1,904.35
Yield Tax Surety Account 1,796.10
TOTAL CASH: $ 510,759.48
UNREDEEMED TAXES
Levy of 1981 $ 57,466.85
Levy of 1 980 14,088.49
TOTAL UNREDEEMED TAXES $ 71,555.34
UNCOLLECTED TAXES
Levy of 1982 $308,181.62
Levy of 1981 1,965.44
Levy of 180 5.23
TOTAL UNCOLLECTED TAXES $ 310,152.29
TOTAL ASSETS $ 892,467.11
Fund Balance — December 31, 1981 $ 38,805.62
Fund Balance — December 31, 1982 $ 45,912.49
Change in Financial Condition $ 7,106.87
LIABILITIES
Bills outstanding $ 4,464.65
Unexpended Balances of Special Appropriations
New Boston Road Bridge 22,600.00
New Boston Road Bridge/Revenue Sharing 20,000.00
Unexpended Revenue Sharing Funds 1,887.43
Blevens Drive Surety Account 1,904.35
Yield Tax Deposits 1 ,665 .48
School District Tax Payable 794,042.71
TOTAL ACCOUNTS OWED BY THE TOWN
TOTAL LL\BILITIES
Fund Balance — Current Surplus









Property Taxes - Current Year - 1982 $1,111,636.28
Resident Taxes - Current Year - 1 982 1 4,980.00
Yield Taxes - Current Year - 1 982 9,404.70
Property Taxes and Yield Taxes -
Previous Years 325,571.55
Resident Taxes - Previous Years 2,660.00
Land Use Change Tax 1,163.79
Interest received on Delinquent Taxes 21,241.84
Penalties: Resident Taxes 412.00
Tax sales redeemed 34,726.82
Penalties on bad checks 43.00
TOTAL TAX COLLECTED and REMITTED $1,521,839.98
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES
Meals and Rooms tax $ 28,102.62
Interest and Dividends Tax 8,297.93
Savings Bank Tax 4,043. 10
Highway Subsidy 2 1 ,8 1 3.82
Reimb. a/c State-Federal Forest Land 279.88
Business Profits Tax 38,597.04
Motor Vehicle Fee Distribution 7,65 1 .80
Reimb. a/c Fighting Forest Fires 69.30
TOTAL INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES $ 109,105.49
LICENSES and PERMITS
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees $ 79,335.50
Dog Licenses 2,015.00
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 15.00
Recount Fee 10.00
Board of Adjustment Fees 676.00
Building Permits 8 1 7.64
Junk Yard Permits 25.00
Pistol Permits 192.00
Subdivision Fees 318.25
TOTAL LICENSES AND PERMITS $ 83,404.39
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
Income from department $ 371.64
Driveway Tarring done by Road Agent 250.00
TOTAL CHARGE FOR SERVICES $ 62 1 .64
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
Interest on Deposits $ 22,993.25
Sale of Town Property 309.50
Income From Trust Funds 1 4,342. 1
3
Culverts bought by Town for individuals 380.00
Tower Hill Road Reimbursement 1 , 1 79.90
Welfare Reimbursement 100.00
Void Checks 1,564.65
Insurance Claim Adjustment/cruiser 811.45
TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES $ 41,680.88
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OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
Revenue Sharing Fund $ 22,171.50
Interest on Investments of Revenue Sharing 715.93
Interest on Yield Tax Security Account 140.62
TOTAL OTHER FINANCING SOURCES $ 23,028.05
NON-REVENUE RECEIPTS
Proceeds of Tax Anticipation Notes $ 300,000.00
Yield Tax Security Deposits 2,027.90
TOTAL NON-REVENUE RECEIPTS $ 302,027.90
TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES 2,081,708.33





Town officers' salaries $ 9,528.84
Town officers' expenses 27,665.42
Election and Registration expenses 2,315.68
Pitts Museum 4,400.00
Board of Adjustment 702.65










TOTAL PUBLIC SAFETY EXPENSES $ 55,417.08
HIGHWAY, STREET, BRIDGES










Interest Expense - Tax Anticipation Notes $ 17,937.30
TOTAL DEBT SERVICE PAYMENTS
CAPITAL OUTLAY
New Boston Road Bridge $ 22,600.00









Payments on Tax Anticipation Notes $ 300,000.00
Taxes bought by Town 63,806.33




Payment to State a/c Dog License Fees $ 322.00
Taxes paid to County 90,63 1 .00
Payments to School District
1982 Tax $749,634.59
1983 Tax 370,000.00 $1,119,634.59
TOTAL PAYMENTS TO OTHER
GOVERNMENTAL DIVISIONS
TOTAL PAYMENTS FOR ALL PURPOSES














Granite State Stamps, Rubber Stamps $ 8.18
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire, Appraisals 35,599.71
Sandra Fredrickson, appraisal card pricer 783.00
New England Telephone, phone service 335.64
Evans Printing, booklets 377.50
TOTAL RE-VALUATION EXPENSES $ 37,104.03
1981 INSURANCE
Charles Gordon Insurance Co., Inc. $ 6,149.29
1981 LEGAL EXPENSES
Sheehan, Phinney, Bass & Green, fourth quarter payment $ 4,437.00
SOCIAL SECURITY EXPENSES
Treasurer State ofNew Hampshire, employee share PICA $ 4,417.28
FEDERAL WITHHOLDING
The Bedford Bank $ 1 , 1 6 1 .00
Internal Revenue Sharing 808.60
TOTAL FEDERAL WITHHOLDING $ 1,969.60
SOCIAL SECURITY
Treasurer, State ofNew Hampshire, 1981 past due __$ 17.69
TOTAL LIABILITY EXPENSES $ 54,094.89
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31, 1981 June 30, 1982
DESCRIPTION
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
Police Department, Lands and Buildings
Highway Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment
Parks, Commons and Playgrounds
Schools, Lands and Buildings, Equipment
Equipment






Land, Rt. 101 & Stump St.































FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1982
— DR. —
Motor Vehicle Permits Issued $79,335.50
— CR. —
REMITTANCES TO TREASURER:
Motor Vehicle Permits Fees $79,335.50
DOG LICENSES
— DR. —
Total Amount of Dog Licenses Issued
& Penalties Collected $ 2,250.00
— CR.—
TOTAL REMITTANCES TO TREASURER:
a/c Dog Licenses and Penalties $ 2,250.00
OTHER FEES
— DR. —
Total Amount of Filing Fees $ 1 5 .00
Total Amount Recount Fees $ 10.00
Total of Other Fees $ 25.00
— CR.—
TOTAL REMITTANCES TO TREASURER:
a/c Filing Fees and Recount Fees $ 25.00




Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1982 (June 30, 1983)
— DR.—
SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1982 (June 30, 1983)
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
Beginning Fiscal year*
Taxes Sold to Town During
Current Fiscal Year**
Interest Collected After Sale
TOTAL DEBITS
— CR. —
Remittances to Treasurer During Year
— DR.—
TREASURER'S REPORT
For the Year Ending December 31, 1982
BALANCE - Checking Account, December 31,1981 $ 1 09,370. 1 9
RECEIVED FROM:
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Meals and Rooms tax 28,102.62
Interest and Dividends Tax 8,297.93
Savings Bank Tax 4,043. 10
Highway Subsidy 21,813.82
Reimbursement a/c State-Federal Forest Land 279.88
Reimbursement a/c Fighting Forest Fires 69.30
Reimbursement a/c Business Profits Tax 38,597.04
Reimbursement a/c Motor Vehicle (Hwy. Use Only) 7,651.80
Matching Funds - State Historical Preservation 250.00
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
Moore Highway Fund 14,342.13
MISCELLANEOUS
Culverts 380.00
Insurance Claim Adjustment - Police Cruiser 8 1 1 .45
Police Accident Reports 1 30.00
Postage 2.26
Reimbursement - Tax Payment - Welfare 100.00
Reimbursement - Tower Hill - N.E. Tel. Co. 1,1 79.90
Reimbursement - Xerox Inc. 44.55
Social Security - Error - Social Security .08
Sale of Checklists 215.00
Sale of Property Maps 85 .00








Motor Vehicle Registrations 79,335.50
Dog and Kennel Licenses 2,015.00
Dog License Penalties 235.00
Filing Fees 15.00




Bad Check Fine 5.00
Board of Adjustments Fees 676.00
Building Permits 817.64





The Bedford Bank 300,000.00
INVESTMENT OF IDLE FUNDS
The Bedford Bank 802,000.00
INTEREST ON IDLE FUNDS 22,993.25
TOTAL RECEIPTS $2,968,257.57
TOTAL PAYMENTS 2,883,085 .97




DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
TOWN OFFICERS' SALARIES, WAGES AND FEES
Clerk:
Marion E. Beane, salary, fees issuing auto permits,
fees issuing dog licenses $ 484.23
Brenda J. Champagne, salary, fees issuing auto permits
fees issuing dog licenses 2,322.72
Ann Gregoire, Deputy Clerk, Auto and dog permits 730.54
Selectmen:
Richard E. Gilbert, salary 933.12
James B. Laing, salary 793.04
Robert A. Baker, Sr., salary 793.04
Treasurer:
Shirley L. Erving, salary 933.00
Tax Collector:
Henry M. Mowles, salary 2,095.98
Police Chief:
Normand H. St.Onge, Sr., salary 139.94
Superintendent of Cemeteries:
Warren D. Beane, salary 93.30
Trustee of Trust Funds:
Irvine Whitcomb, salary 46.65
Relief Agent:
Robert A. Baker, Sr., salary 163.28
TOTAL TOWN OFFICERS' SALARIES
TOWN OFFICERS' EXPENSES
Brenda J. Champagne, secretary
Diane D. LaCombe, secretary
N.H. City & Town Clerks Association, dues
N.H. Association of Assessing Officials, dues
Xerox Corporation, paper and usage
Granite State Stamps, supplies
New Englang Telephone, phone service
Henry M. Mowles, mortgage notices
James B. Laing, mileage expense
Robert A. Baker, Sr., mileage expense
Richard E. Gilbert, mileage expense
Shirley L. Erving, mileage expense
Brown & Saltmarsh, suppUes
Linda Coleman, secretary
Union Leader Corporation, legal notices
Elaine Seward, clerical for Trustee of Trust Funds
Sundeen Lumber, supplies
Tom-Ray Office Supplies, supplies
PIP, print newsletters
Hermann N. Sander, M.D., mileage expense
Knight Marketing Corporation, cleaning supplies



























Albert Hall, III, auditor 93.30
John Ferguson, auditor 93.30
Charles Bowman, auditor 93.30
Pitney-Bowes, postage meter 157.96
Accurate Printing, town report 2,365.98
Postmaster Candia, postage 1 ,645.00
N.H. Tax Collector's Association, membership 15.00
Hebert Auto Supply, acme 39.65
Cyclops, calculator ribbon 5.35
N.H. Parks Society, dues 20.00
NHMA, conference 370.75
Edward T. Howard, probate copy 1.50
Milligan & Currier, extension cords 7.18
Equity PubHshing, RSA supplements 1 16.75
Homestead Press, supplies 24.40
Jones Office Equipment, repairs 1 1.75
Edith E. Holland, records deeds and copies 35.70
Kwik-Kopy Printing, supplies 333.56
Mr. Bees Flowerland, floral arrangement 18.00
Stems Florist, floral arrangement - Mrs. Laing 30.00
Southern N.H. Planning Commission, meetings 15.00
Branham Publishing, auto references 22.95
Iroquois Products, office supplies 121.40
Ann Gregoire, secretary 121.28
Sheraton North Country Inn, conference 596.72
Treasurer, State of N.H. , state directories 6.00
Trustees of Trust Funds, copies 6.88
AAA Paving, patch driveway 500.00
TOTAL TOWN OFFICERS' EXPENSES $ 27,665.42
ELECTION and REGISTRATION
MODERATOR:
James L. Nevins $ 167.94
Bruce Larson 55.98
A. R. Thomas 55.98
SUPERVISORS OF CHECKLIST:
C. Paul Rice 264.97
George H. Albert 264.97







Kwik-Kopy Printing, ballots 296.25
Gerard R. Lavoie, janitorial services 142.31
Kenneth Lavoie, janitorial services 142.31
Candia Improvement Club, dinners 180.00
TOTAL ELECTION and REGISTRATION $ 2,315.98
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TOWN BUILDINGS
Fitts Museum, appropriation $ 4,400.00
POLICE DEPARTMENT
POLICE DUTY EXPENSES:
Normand H. St.Onge, Sr. chief $ 7,960.32
Donna F. St.Onge 2,716.63
Clifford Lagor 1,559.35
Girard R. Houle 1,949.37
Real J. Mongeau 974.72
Robert F. Veilleux, Sr. 3,55 1 .80
Dennis Kounas 2,007.54
JohnJ. Manni 935.80
Bernard Zapora, Jr. 625.13
Anita L. Kounas 476.28
OTHER EXPENSES:
Agway, gasoline $ 5,129.61
New England Telephone, phone service 1,565.25
Richard Sherburne, hand cuffs and keys 57.70
N.E. Association of Chiefs of Pohce, dues 35.00
lACP, membership 35.00
N.H. Association of Chiefs of Police, dues 10.00
D & M Auto, repairs to cruiser 137.89
Hebert Auto Supply, suppHes for cruiser 132.59
Goff Chevrolet, Inc., repairs to cruiser 1,669.44
Elizabeth McCarthy, handwriting analysis 150.00
State of N.H. , radar certification 191.50
Equity Pubhshing, RSA supplements 307.75
Kwik-Kopy Printing, supplies 66.65
T.C.S. Communications, repairs to radios 79.93
Locke Office Products, supplies 61.08
Suburban T.V., antennas and speakers 176.00
Robert A. Allfrey, repair radios 220.00
Normand H. St.Onge, Sr., replace damaged shoes 19.90
3M Corporation, repair copier 83.56
Buscom Systems, repair diverter 57.72
Ingaharro Auto, repairs to cruiser 8 1 .80
Michael Williett, traffic control Deerfield Fair 52.50
Ronald Briggs, traffic control Deerfield Fair 26.25
Hill-Donelly Corporation, directory 62.85
Techmar, Inc., batteries for radios 98.25
Bailey's Gun Shop, gun belt, flares, etc. 227.30
TOTAL POLICE DEPARTMENT EXPENSES $ 33,320.21
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
1982 Appropriation $ 300.00
FIRE DEPARTMENT
1982 Appropriation $ 20,000.00
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CANDIA RESCUE
1982 Appropriation $ 5,000.00
FOREST FIRES
TRAINING:







State of N.H. brackets 97.90
Manchester Oxygen, syphon tube 3.00
Hebert Auto Supply, supplies 232.56
D. E. Weeks, radio repairs 148.50
Tabors Auto Parts, supplies 7.80
John Richter, fire nozzles 38.00
TOTAL FOREST FIRES EXPENSES $ 824.94
BUILDING INSPECTION
Richard E. Gilbert, building inspector $ 1,190.93
INSURANCE
Charles Gordon Insurance Co., Inc. $ 17,274.00
CIVIL DEFENSE
Journal of Civil Defense, subscription $ 22.00
Robert Gilbert, outside clerical 42.50
Universe Books, disaster plan book 16.50
TOTAL CIVIL DEFENSE EXPENSES $ 8 1 .00
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Raymond Ambulance, 1982 appropriation $ 1,000.00
Hermann N. Sander, M.D., Health Officer 46^
TOTAL HEALTH EXPENSES $ 1,046.65
INCINERATOR
Jean A. Champagne, incinerator operator $ 8,723.05
SMG Construction, replace & transport tires/uniloader 153.20
Wayne's Circle Mobil, gas for uniloader 513.30
Brewer Fuel Co., fuel 9,7 10.00
New England Telephone, phone service 308.37
Industrial Tire, tire mounting 100.00
Sullivan Tire, uniloader tires 880.00
Candia Hardware, jars for ash samples 5.25
Robert Marrier, repair pumps 75.00
Gate's Rubbish Removal Services, Inc., dumpster 1,101.00
CD Boiler Works, repair incinerator door 422. 1
8
Public Service Co. of N.H., service 2,201.27
Tabor's Auto Parts, supplies 138.30
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A & A Alarm, alarm monitoring 99.00
Hebert Auto Supply, parts 23 1 .46
CTC Photographic, film processing 44.26
Tom-Ray Office Supply Inc., supplies 15.30
Severino Trucking, cover incinerator site 9,666.20
D. E. Weeks, electrical work 314.20
BJ's Tree Service, clear dump site 224.00
Bruce Hadley, cork on uniloader 188.12
Brenda J. Champagne, supply reimbursement 47.43
Brenda J. Champagne, issuing permits 215.68
James Klocek, clear trees and brush 45.00
Ray Heon, cover incinerator site 2,985.80
Daniels Drilling & Blasting, blast ledge 1 6 1 .00
Stevens Construction, test pits, etc. 716.00
Roy Enterprises, site renovation 1,193.00
Deerfield Fair Association, Inc. gravel 175.00
Goodrich Safety Supply, respirators 16,00
Ronald Hadley, grease & work on tires 109.75
Joseph Lemieux, repairs 78.00
Henry Friedrick, Jr., signs 176.25
Francis E. Weber, stack repairs 42.50
Peck Environmental Labs, ash analysis 445.00
Peck Environmental Labs, river analysis 365.00
Peck Environmental Labs, monitoring wells analyzed 791 .00
Miller Engineering, soils test 1 5 5 .00
Frank Sarra Signs, signs 295.00
Oxford Chemicals, insecticide 416.55
R. Carr Handling, repairs 150.72
Kwik-Kopy Printing, permit applications 31.75
Sundeen Lumber Co., sign materials 140.82
Label Art Inc., permit stickers 37 1 .03
Candia Auto Parts, supplies 183.16
American Crane C, move stack 200.00
Consolidated Freightways, freight charge for stack 130.80
SSD Construction, replace stack 500.00
Lawrence Christian, hay 225.00
Resource Technology, stack 2,941.05
R. S. Audley, see & Mulch 1,030.00
Harold Grant, hay 6.00
New England Gravel Wells, monitoring wells 2,019.00
Goulet Supply, supplies 67.10




Manchester Sand & Gravel, sand 3,307.84
International Salt, salt 14,335.89
Severino Trucking, gas for spreaders 155.31





Barrett Paving Materials, cold mix 3,91 1 .46
Perm Culvert, culvert pipe 2,986.00
Manchester Sand & Gravel, sand 1,096.20
Allstate, tar 2,511.60
Salyer, transporting screening plant 1 80.00
N.H. Bituminous, tar 7,181.10
N.H. Explosives, rental of screen plant 1,100.00
Plourde Sand & Gravel, sand 243.19
Rila Precast, catch basin 1 80.00
Lumbertown, pipe 54.35
R. C. Hazelton, culvert pipe 247.00
State of New Hampshire, TRA account 4,452.85
Severino Trucking, Elevens Drive 1,361.10
TOTAL $ 78,636.55
TOTAL HIGHWAY EXPENDITURES $138,478.03
GENERAL EXPENSE HIGHWAY
A. H. Trombley & Sons, repairs to plows $ 1,496.00
T. H. Seward, repairs to spreaders 310.00
Manchester Oxygen, welding supphes 113.74
Joe Stacey, wing plow 500.00
R. C. Hazelton, Co., Inc., plow blades & parts 2,287.96
Seavey Motors, chain saw parts 63.00
Tabors Auto Parts 148.66
Hebert Auto Supply 150.74
Candia Hardware, Brooms & shovels 150.45
E. W. Sleeper, parts for spreader 791.40
B. B. Chain, chain & hooks 227.80
Sanel Auto Parts, bolts & misc. 193.07
Frank Sarra, road signs 85.00
Brown & Saltmarsh, payroll pads 5.71
Dean Young, road signs 54.50
Thomas Morse, pump valve 55.00
State of New Hampshire, road signs 338.10
P. K. Lindsay, spreader parts 120.05
D & M Auto Repair, battery 54.95
Lumbertown Inc., Light bulbs 20.52
TOTAL $ 7,166.65
WINTER PAYROLLS
Ronald Severino, Road Agent $ 2,070.00
Severino Trucking, trucks 26,670.00
Severino Trucking, backhoe 3,929.60
Dennis Lewis, truck 875.50
Bruce Stevens, truck 457.80
Bruce Stevens, loader 1,533.75
Bruce Stevens, gravel 287.00
John Rolfe, grader 973.10
Alfred Trombley, Jr., pickup 334.40
Alfred Trombley, Jr., labor 412.50
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Richard Schreiber, truck 392.70
Robert Stevens, gravel 255.50
John Richter, labor 597.50
Michael Trombley, labor 1 ,245 .00
Mark Trombley, labor 160.00
Dennis Lewis, labor 60.00
Louis Stamatelos, labor 245.00
Wayne Wright, labor 65.00
Keith Elevens, labor 400.00
TOTAL $ 40,965.25
LESS FICS & FEDERAL TAX - 436.08
TOTAL WAGES PAID $ 40,520.17
SUMMER PAYROLLS
Ronald Severino, Road Agent $ 1 ,53 1 .80
Severino Trucking, trucks 22,0 1 7 . 1
5
Severino Trucking, backhoe 7,847.50
Severino Trucking, dozer 3,407.70
Bruce Stevens, trucks 1,934.00
Bruce Stevens, loader 4,488.00
Bruce Stevens, gravel 1,879.20
John Rolfe, grader 5,555.30
John Rolfe, truck 518.00
Robert Stevens, gravel 586.00
Dennis Lewis, tractor 182.50
Keith Blevens, tractor 602.00
Michael Trombley, labor 460.00
Mark Trombley, labor 367.50
Louis Stamatelos, labor 317.50
Keith Blevens, labor 645.00
Thomas Severino, labor 1,416.00
Edward Severino, chain saw 20.00
Robert Menczywor, labor 20.00
William Matchekowski, labor 54.00
TOTAL $ 53,849.15
LESS FICA & FEDERAL TAX - 717.45
TOTAL WAGES PAID $ 53,131.70
TOWN ROAD AID
State of New Hampshire, appropriation $ 923.64
STREET LIGHTING AND
STREET LIGHTING AND SALT SHED
Public Service Company of New Hampshire $ 3,455.81
LIBRARIES
Smyth Public Library, appropriation $ 14,000.00
TOWN POOR
Assistance expended $ 6,261.88
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AID TO PERMANENTLY & TOTALLY DISABLED
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire $ 1,860.00
CAP CENTER
Greater Raymond Community Action Center, appropriation $ 1,286.00
RECREATION, PARKS & PLAYGROUNDS
Candia Recreation Association, appropriation
New Hampshire Recreation Assoc, subscription
Granite State Refuse, dumpster at Moore Park
Robert Baker Sr., Expenses and reimbursements
N.H. Fence, backstop
Sanel Auto Parts, tools
Hebert Auto Supply, supplies
Mark Brown, maintenance
Daniel Lewis, stump chipping
Public Service Company of N.H. , Park Light
Total Recreation, Parks & Playgrounds
DOG OFFICER
Girard R. Houle, Dog Officer
Robert Veilleux, Dog Officer
Normand St.Onge, Dog Officer
Dennis Kounas, Dog Officer
Sashon Kennels, boarding stray dogs
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire, Animal Shelter License
Total Dog Officer
DAMAGES AND LEGAL EXPENSES
Sheehan, Phinney Bass & Green, Bill Donovan
Daniel D. Crean, Attorney at Law
























ADVERTISING AND REGIONAL ASSOCIATION
Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission $
New Hampshire Municipal Association, dues
Total Advertising and Regional
TAXES BOUGHT BY TOWN
Henry M. Mowles, Tax Collector
REFUNDS
Robert Langevin, Property tax refund
Paul Lowe, Property tax refund
Nadine Champney, Motor vehicle refund











EMPLOYEES SOCIAL SECURITY TOWN SHARE
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire $ 4,427.61
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PLANNING & ZONING
Elaine Lamarch, Secretarial services $ 1,213.31
Postmaster General, postage 250.00
Tom Ray Office Supply, Office supplies, desk and chair 277.03
Curry Copy Center, subdivisions and letterhead 183.25
Union Leader, legal notices 88.64
Christopher Closs, reimbursement for clerical costs 15.00
Brenda Champagne, secretarial services 35.5
1
Girard Lavoie, janitorial services 14.00
Roger Brevoort, comprehensive plan 250.00
Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission,
add in amendments 109.00
Rockingham Conservation Commission, soils study 250.00
Alan Kaplan, reimbursement for cassette tapes 30.14
Typewriter Headquarters, maintenance and repair on typewriter 54.75
Applied Health, noise consultant 512.50
Daniel D. Crean, legal fees 2,128.07
Total Planning & Zoning $ 5 ,4
1
1 .20
INTEREST ON TEMPORARY LOANS
The Bedford Bank S 17,937.30
TEMPORARY LOANS
The Bedford Bank $300,000.00
INVESTED IDLE FUNDS
The Bedford bank $852,000.00
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Union Leader, Legal notices $ 452.65
Postmaster General, postage 250.00
Total Board of Adjustment $ 702.65
UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
New Hampshire Unemployment Compensation Fund $ 449.61
PAYMENT TO STATE/COUNTY
Treasurer, State and County $ 90,953.00
NEWMARKET HEALTH CENTER
Newmarket Health Center, appropriation $ 1,250.00
VISITING NURSES ASSOCIATION
Visiting Nurses Association, appropriation $ 3,268.00
SCHOOL DISTRICT
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REPORT OF CANDIA RESCUE
1982
Candia Rescue is and continues to be dedicated to quick response for ill-
nesses ranging from sudden trauma to minor injuries in Candia.
During 1 982, Candia Rescue has maintained an exemplary level oftraining
and preparedness and continues to have one of the highest ratios of advanced
skilled personnel in our region.
In 1982, Candia Rescue responded to 87 calls and treated 1 17 people. Of
these, 24 were motor vehicle accidents and the remainder were various medical
emergencies.
The members of Candia Rescue look forward to your continued support in
1983.















Balance, December 31, 1981 $ 451.50
Deposits — Year 1982 22,288.00
Interest Year 1 982 715,93
TOTAL RECEIPTS $23,455.43
PAYMENTS:
Rockingham County Soil District (Article 10-1981) $ 1,568.00
TOTAL PAYMENTS $ 1,568.00
Balance, December 31, 1982 $21,887.43
ELEVENS DRIVE ROAD SURETY ACCOUNT
RECEIPTS:
Balance, December 31, 1981 $ 1,807.17
Interest — Year 1 982 97.1 8
TOTAL RECEIPTS 1,904.3 5
Balance, December 31, 1982 $ 1,904.35
YIELD TAX SURETY ACCOUNT
RECEIPTS:
Balance, December 31, 1981 $ 5,682.61
Interest — Year 1982 140.62
Deposits — Year 1 982 2,027.90
TOTAL RECEIPTS $ 7,851.13
PAYMENTS:
TOTAL PAYMENTS $ 6,055.03




REPORT OF THE CEMETERY SUPERINTENDENT
Balance on hand January 1, 1982
RECEIPTS:


















Wayne's Mobil, gas & oil
Douglas McBreairty, cutting tree
Henry Friedrich, sharpening tools
Ken Smith Tractor, weed trimmer & parts
Mark Seavey, repairing mowers
East Eliot Garage, new mower & parts
Barrett Paving, paving materials
Lumbertown, waterproof paint for tomb
Milligan & Currier, brooms & rakes
Stevens Construction, bulldozer, backhoe, paving
Trustees of Trust Funds


































SMYTH PUBLIC LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
RECEIPTS:
Town Appropriation $14,000.00
Income from Trust Funds 1,020.68
Fines 420.20
Gifts "Friends of the Library" 300.00

















State Unemployment Compensation Fund 49.87
Miscellaneous 212.60
Disbursements for year 1982 $14,983.49
Cash on hand, December 31,1982 8,417.66
$23,401.15
Emma K. Hall, Treasurer
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The Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission is an association of
municipaHties voluntarily organized and operating under the provisions ofNew
Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated, Chapter 36:45-53. The Commission's
statutory responsibility is to prepare a coordinated development plan for the
region and to encourage its cooperative realization through the advisory
process.
Directed by representatives of the City of Manchester and the Towns of
Auburn, Bedford, Candia, Chester, Deerfield, Goffstown, Hooksett, London-
derry, New Boston, Raymond and Weare, the Commission's professional staff
carries out the development of the technical elements of the plan.
The Commission's program is organized under regional, metropolitan trans-
portation, and local technical assistance functions. Within these broad cate-
gories, individual tasks often vary on an annual basis according to the needs ofthe
region and those of the Commission's participating communities.
In addition to reviewing detailed technical studies with appropriate area
officials and agencies, staff reports on summaries of these and other timely
planning items are covered in the Commission's quarterly newsletter "Project"
which is widely distributed to approximately five hundred municipal officials and
interested residents of the region.
Although several regional planning tasks were accomplished during the
year, one stands out as a major achievement which can be directly attributed to
the Commission's vigilance and its ability to act quickly and effectively on behalf
of its member communities.
Due largely to the efforts of Chairman Ray F. Langer (Hooksett), Vice
Chairman Donald M. Babin (Londonderry) and Commissioners Robert L.
Wheeler (Goffstown) and John L. Sherburne (Deerfield), and the participation of
the region's boards of selectmen, the State's Solid Waste Management Act was
successfially amended by the Special Session ofthe General Court in May, 1 982.
On July 22, the Tricounty Solid Waste Management District was formally
organized and the District by-laws were adopted by the ten participating towns in
November. During 1983, the District will undertake the planning process which
will ensure local compliance with the requirements of the new Act.
In connection with the annual update of the Metropolitan Manchester
Transportation Planning Study, which serves as the basis for the approval of
federal funding to support eligible highway, bridge and transit service improve-
ments in the City ofManchester and the Towns ofAuburn, Bedford, Goffstown,
Hooksett, and Londonderry, the following studies have been completed since our
last report to you:
• "Vehicle Travel Time, Metropolitan Manchester Planning Study Area"
(November, 1981);
• "Land Use Update, Metropolitan Manchester Planning Study Area"
(March, 1982);
• "MTA Coningency Plan For A Petroleum Shortage" (April, 1982);
• "Analysis of 1980 Traffic Accidents, Metropolitan Manchester Plan-
ning Study Area" (June, 1982);
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• "Short-Term Parking Study, Fiscal Year 1982, Central Business Dis-
trict, Manchester, N.H." (June, 1982);
• "Formulation of Transportation Control Measures for Carbon Monox-
ide Attainment in Manchester, N.H." (June, 1982), and
• "Transportation Improvement Program for Fiscal Year 1983" (Septem-
ber, 1982).
Local assistance services provided during the year included:
• Assisted the Planning Board and Town Counsel with a review of pro-
posed amendments to the subdivision regulations;
• Cooperated with the Planning Board by conducting detailed review and
comment on the draft master plan elements;
• Prepared written responses to inquiries made by the Planning Board
regarding interpretations of planning statutes and met with the Board to
discuss comments on possible zoning ordinance amendments under con-
sideration;
• Responded to a resident's request for information pertaining to Com-
mission programs and services;
• Provided the Planning Board's consultant with information regarding
recent legislative revisions to N.H. RSA 36:23 covering subdivision
review and approval procedures;
• Submitted suggested changes to the New Hampshire Department of
Public Works and Highways relative to a proposed local bridge im-
provement project at the request of one of Candia's Commission repre-
sentatives;
• Informed the Board of Selectmen of the availability of Outdoor Recrea-
tion and Conservation Project funds;
• Notified the Board of Selectmen of the availability of fiscal year 1982
funding under the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment, Community Development Block Grant program;
• Provided the members of the Planning Board, Zoning Board of Adjust-
ment and the Board of Selectmen with schedules of the Fall, 1982
Municipal Law Lecture Series;
• Advised the Board of Selectmen of the provisions of the State's new
Solid Waste Management Act, and offered them an opportunity whereby
the Town could achieve local compliance.
Candia's representatives on the Commission are:
Board of Commissioners: Mrs. Emma K. Hall, Secretary
Mr. Christopher Closs





Meetings have been held almost every month over the past year, usually
the last Saturday, at SAM, in the Smyth Public Library. We have
unfortunately lost the services of our excellent secretary, Christine Fonda,
who resigned for personal reasons.
This year the Commission sponsored a Candia student, Christine Drew,
to the State Conservation Camp, on recommendation of the Moore School
Principal, Mr. Sweeney. She gave us a report of her one week's stay, saying
that it was an exciting experience, in that she learned a lot about
conservation principles.
The Scout Troop 120, under the guidance of retiring scoutmaster Dick
Snow, new scoutmaster Tom Dimaggio, and Armand Labbee cut seven (7)
cords of wood from the Town Forest, so that at the end of the year nine and
one half (9 1/2) cords became available; first to needy persons or those out
of work or on welfare at cost if possible, after which others can buy it at
$65.00 a cord cut in 4' lengths. If you wish to obtain cordwood contact Dr.
Sander.
Scout Stephen Girard has nearly completed his Eagle Scout project.
Improving the parking area in the Conservation Area on New Boston Road,
making a trail on the north side of the stream, starting construction of a
passage over the far end of the stream. It is hoped that the townspeople will
use this area for hiking, nature study or picnicking.
County Forester Chase has surveyed the Candia Conservation Area and
has recommended that two (2) acres which he marked, should have
woodland improvements, which he will supervise and oversee.
Anyone who has the time and the interest to work on this commission







Hermann N. Sander, M.D., Chairman
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VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION-HOME HEALTH
AGENCY OF GREATER MANCHESTER,INC.
1982 ANNUAL REPORT
Whenever illness or injury threatens a person's quality of life, it
becomes the responsibility of the family and community to respond with
care and support in order to return that person to the peak of health. It is
also the community and family's responsibility to promote the health of all
persons.
The Visiting Nurse Association-Home Health Agency of Greater
Manchester Inc. is a part of the vital community that provides assistance in
our health and human service system. It is a voluntary, nonprofit home
health agency dedicated to the promotion of health, prevention of disease
and care of the sick in 5 towns: Auburn Bedford, Candia, Goffstown,
Hooksett and the City of Manchester.
Since our beginning in 1897, our role has been to meet the changing
needs of community health care delivery. The Agency is nationally
accredited by National League for Nursing/American Public Health
Association, Medicare and Medicaid certified and a United Way Agency.
The Agency provides 24 hour home care services.
During this past year Ms. Emma Hall and Ms. Helen Kendall, residents
of Candia, served on the Board of Directors.
The Agency is supported by various funding sources. Services are
provided within the resources of the Agency. Attempts are made to provide
necessary services without regard to ability to pay. The Town appropriation
is vital to the continuation of services to the residents of Candia. Fees are
discussed on the initial visit and a sliding scale is used when full fee is not
possible.
Agency services are provided by many different kinds of staff members:
licensed professional nurses, registered physical therapists, registered
occupational therapists, registered speech therapists, registered nutritionists,
social workers, certified home health aides, homemakers, companions and
personal care assistants.
Our home health care program continues to be the largest program of
the agency. This program allows the patients to receive high quality
professional care in the privacy and comfort of their own home which
contributes significantly to the patient's rate of recovery.
For many patients, this part-time approach to health care delivery has
become increasingly recognized as a more effective, less costly alternative to
conventional round the clock hospitalization or care in a nursing home.
During this past year, the Agency has increased its services to the
terminally ill patients and their families who have made the decision that
they would like to have their remaining days together at home and to live
them as fully as possible.
Preventive health services of the agency, one designed to promote and
maintain a level of "wellness" assists the community and its members to
function at full potential. During this past year the Agency provided
Immunization Clinics; adult health screening programs, including Blood
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Pressure Screenings; foot care clinics; and occupational health services to
industries. Walk in blood pressure screening and health counseling/teaching
is provided Monday - Friday from 1-4 p.m. at the office, 194 Concord St.
Manchester.
The Agency's Maternal and Child Health Services Program experienced
some reduction in services during this past year. The Agency's resources
have been used primarily for the high risk famihes, including pregnant
adolescent and teenage mothers.
During the past year in Candia, the Agency served 41 in the home care
program and made 507 nursing visits, 97 (152 hours) Homemaker/Home
health aide visits, and 107 rehabilitation therapy and other visits. 14.5 hours
of clinics were also held in Candia.
The total value of services rendered to Candia residents during 1982
was $23,519. The value of services rendered without direct payment from
third party insurer and patients fees was $7,549. These services were covered
by town appropriations of $3,268 agency acquired grants. United Way,














Number of people served ^^
Community Services
Clinics & Screening
Programs - Hours 20
Total value of services provided $24,391
Services paid by cUents and 3rd. party $15,954
Services without direct payment $8,437
1983 Amount requested From Town $3,594
1982 Amount received from Town $3,268





Beginning Balance, December 3 1 , 1981 $1,736.70




Advertisement for Bids $ 79.65
Roofing Shingles 1,550.00
Contractor — Stratton 2,433.00
Electricity 35.00
One room papered & painted 600.00
Wall Paper 87.36
Tools 8.21
Repair of Furniture 80.00
Lumber — Well Cover 1 3 .00
Lawn Work 45.00
Raking & Trucking Services 34.00
Cleaning Museum 25.00
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS $5,000.22
BALANCE ON HAND, DECEMBER 31,1982 $ 1 ,264. 1
1
The trustees did not ask for any money for 1 983. We have a few projects in
mind and the money we have on hand will take care of them.
We received some very nice gifts from the Paul Sargeant family. Included in
the gifts were rare documents, photos and a J. Baily Moore History of Candia.
The trustees tell me it was a very nice summer. I was unable to help because
of a bad fall.
The closing day was a big success with a display ofold and new quilts. Ninety
visitors were present.
Your museum is open from 2 to 5 P.M. every Saturday in July and August.
We welcome all visitors.
Respectfully submitted,
Mary D. Stevens, Treasurer
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HEALTH OFFICER'S REPORT
This past year has been one of the busiest in over thirty years with some
26 visits made to investigate nuisance problems of sorts mostly involving
disfunction of septic systems and seven visits to approve of child caring
homes. Most septic complaints have been resolved equatably.
One problem that comes up off and on when an old home with an
inadequate septic system is sold by a realtor without proper check as to
whether it meets safety standards, and whether it is adequate for the number
of persons moving in. Many of the old systems do not meet present
standards but may have been adequate in the past because of the small
number of persons living in them or because they were far enough away
from abuttors and less apt to cause run over trouble.
The Town generally is in good health with no epidemics or severe
medical problems.
Respectfully,
Hermann N. Sander, M.D.
Health Officer
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REPORT OF THE CANDIA
VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
During the 1 982 year the Candia Volunteer Fire Department responded to
65 calls, represented as follows: 19 Chimney Fires, 1 2 Building Fires, 6 Mutual
Aid Calls, 6 Service Calls, 5 Brush Fires, 5 Auto Accidents, 4 Smoke Investi-
gations, 3 Vehicle Fires, 2 Electrical Wires Fires, 2 Drills, and 1 Missing
Person.
The Volunteer Firefighter is a unique type of person. He sets himself apart
from the rest by taking from his family, his work and leisure time and most often
his sleep, those hours which could be more comfortably spent and gives them as a
gift to his town and the people living in it. At a moments notice he leaves the
security of his home and responds without hesitation to the many unknown
dangers of his profession. Firefighting is the most dangerous business in the
country and the volunteer firefighter puts in long unselfish hours toward training,
fire prevention and equipment maintenance to help make his firefightingjob safer
and more efficient to make Candia a better place to live. All these manhours are at
no expense to the people he serves.
The Candia Volunteer Fire Department exists to protect the lives and
property ofthe people ofthe Town ofCandia and responds to every call no matter
how serious or small. Remember, we can't help you ifwe don't receive a call. It is
easier to cancel a call than to decide after the fact, the Fire Department should
have been notified.
At this time the officers and members ofthe Candia Volunteer Fire Depart-
ment wish to express their sincere appreciation of the members of the Firemen's
Ladie Auxiliary for all they have done for the department. Their support makes
our work easier and for this we thank them very much.
The Candia Volunteer Fire Department wishes to express their most sincere
thanks to the people of Candia for their continued support and cooperation.
Yours in Fire Prevention,
Leonard R. Wilson, Fire Chief
James R. Wilson, President

















REPORT OF THE FOREST FIRE WARDENS
AND STATE FOREST RANGER
Forest fire prevention, our business, your business, good business! This
slogan has been the motto ofthe N.H. Division ofForests and Lands, Forest Fire
Service since 1909 when the first forest fire laws were passed by the Legis-
lature.
These laws set in place a cooperative forest fire protection program of State
and local forest fire personnel that has, in the past 75 years, established New
Hampshire as a leader in forest fire prevention and control. Our annual acreage
loss to forest fires ofone-half acre per fire is the best in the nation. This fire record
has come about through the cooperative efforts of our state/town forest fire
protection program. The state provides detection of fires, training for local forest
fire wardens, low cost forest fire suppression equipment to local fire departments,
and technical advice at the fire ground. Local governments provide the volunteer
fire fighters who are appointed as wardens and deputy wardens and who respond
quickly to suppress reported forest fires.
This program has resulted in a steady decline in annual acres lost to forest
fires since 1910 when the average fire burned 33 acres compared to the modem
day loss of one-half acre per fire.
Only by the continued cooperation ofthe State/towns and our entire citizenry
can this record be maintained.
1982 STATISTICS
State District City/Town
No. of Fires 391 41 3
No. of Acres 161% 30VS Vi
Donald W. Seward, Sr.
Warden
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REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD
The planning board is comprised of volunteer personnel and its
purpose is mainly to assist in planning for the orderly growth of the
community. As such it often becomes a target for those instances for which
adequate plans have not been made. This should not lead us to take action
which would eliminate the process of planning for future development. The
activities of the Planning Board for the past year can best be described as
constantly changing. Three members of the Board resigned and three
replacements were named. Some members attended a series of lectures
sponsored by the N.H. Municipal Association which provides a most useful
source of information. Amendments to the Zoning Ordinance which had
been proposed the previous year but which did not reach voting status were
again reviewed and prepared for submission to the voters. Unfinished
business seems to predominate in the subject of the Comprehensive (Master)
Plan. It had been the intention of the Board to continue compiling the
remainder of the data necessary to complete the Comprehensive (Master)
Plan this year. However, the additional work load which transpired
following the Brown's Mill fire did not allow sufficient time to effectively
organize and complete all the material for presentation. It should continue
to be a top priority in the coming year for the Planning Board to initiate the
steps necessary to see that the Comprehensive Plan is completed and
presented for acceptance. The need to constantly review the Zoning
Ordinance and make such amendments as are necessary to meet the growing
needs of the community will always be of utmost importance. Appreciation
to those citizens who have given unselfishly of their time and effort and the
assistance from Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission is most
gratefully acknowledged.
Candia Planning Board
Mabel H. Brock, Chm.
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REPORT OF THE
NEWMARKET REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER
The Newmarket Regional Health Center completed its eleventh year of
service in 1982. The health center operates two medical offices, one in
Newmarket and the other in Raymond, the Lamprey River Clinic. Both
facihties provide general medical care, preventive health services,
community outreach, social services, and short term counsehng with referral
to area mental health agencies.
In 1982, Maude Guerin, M.D., an obstetrician/gynecologist, joined the
staff. Dr. Guerin now provides prenatal, delivery and post partum care. In
addition, the health center offers nutritional counseling and prenatal classes.
Other members of the medical staff include Sarah Oxnard, IVf.D., Peter
Friedensohn, M.D., Michael Lewis, R.P.A., Barbara Janeway, M.S.N.
,
A.R.N. P., and Anne Fawcett, A. R.N. P. The medical team also includes
registered nurses, medical assistants and community health workers. For
more information, or to make a medical appointment, call 659-3106 in
Newmarket, 895-3351 in Raymond, or toll-free in Newmarket at 1-800-582-
7279.
The community health workers coordinate a school health program and
preventive screening clinics to detect potential health hazards. They hold
informative workshops and act as liaison between the medical providers and
the patient.
In November, 1982, the Newmarket Regional Health Center initiated a
self-care program for the elderly in conjunction with the Occupational
Therapy Department of the University of New Hampshire. The purpose of
this program is to enable the elderly to stay in their home setting as well as
to maintain a quality of Ufe and independent status within their community.
The focus of the program is to provide self-care skills before disabiUty
occurs and to anticipate problems with functional activities. Contact Anne
Fawcett, A.R.N. P., at 1-800-582-7279 for further information.
The Newmarket Regional Health Center continues to operate the Senior
Citizen Transportation Program. Three of the four busses are equipped with
hydraulic Hfts to provide services to the handicapped. The transportation
service enables senior citizens to remain independent, self-sufficient and
active by providing the needed services, including medical, food shopping
and recreational trips. For more information, or to arrange a ride for a
senior citizen, call 659-2424 or toll-free 1-800-582-7279.
The Newmarket Regional Health Center wishes to express its deepest




The Newmarket Regional Heahh Center continues to operate the Senior
Citizen Transportation Program. Three of the four busses are equipped with
hydrauhc lifts to provide services to the handicapped. The transportation
service enables senior citizens to remain independent, self-sufficient and
active by providing the needed services, including medical, food shopping
and recreational trips. For more information, or to arrange a ride for a
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OFFICERS OF THE CANDIA SCHOOL DISTRICT



















ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENTS OF SCHOOLS
Donald J. Beaudette
Edward W. Donovan
DIRECTOR OF SPECIAL SERVICES
Carol R. Davis
Administrative Office: School Administrative Unit #15
RED #7, 150 Farmer Road
Hooksett, New Hampshire 03 104
603-622-3731
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CANDIA SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT, IN THE
TOWN OF CANDIA, NEW HAMPSHIRE, QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN
DISTRICT AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Candia Moore School in said District,




To hear the reports of agents, auditors, committees or officers of the
District.
2. To see ifthe District will vote to accept and expend funds in the amounts
set forth below which may be made available to the District through the following
federal programs.
ECIA Block Grants $5 ,000.00
Energy Conservation Grants 2,500.00
Miscellaneous 2,500.00
(The amounts of money set forth for each program are estimated and amounts
appropriated for any one program may be overexpended so long as the total
amount expended for all of the above programs does not exceed Ten Thousand
and 00/100 ($10,000.00) Dollars.)
3 To see ifthe District will vote to authorize the School Board to apply for,
accept and expend, without further action by the school district meeting money
from the state, federal or other governmental unit or a private source which
becomes available during the 1983-84 school fiscal year provided that such
expenditure be made for purposes for which a school district may appropriate
money and that such expenditure not require the expenditure of other school
district funds. Further, that the school board hold a public hearing prior to
accepting and spending such money.
4. To see if the district will vote to raise, appropriate and expend the
amount of $7,826.00 to maintain funding for the gifted and talented program.
Funds to be expended for teacher salary, benefits, workshops, supplies and
books, (by petition)
5. To see if the district will vote to raise, appropriate and expend the
amount of $4,568.00 to maintain current fiinding levels of co-curricular activities,
(by petition)
6. To see if the district will vote to raise, appropriate and expend the
amount of $6,678.00 to maintain funding as at current level for a full time guid-
ance counselor. Monies to be expended for counselor salary and benefits, supplies
and materials, books, dues, fees and mileage, (by petition)
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7. To see if the district will vote to raise, appropriate and expend the
amount of$8,955.00 in replacement funding for the maintenance account. Monies








8. To see ifthe District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Eight
Hundred and 00/100 ($800.00) Dollars to be expended towards the support of
community activity at the Moore School.
9. To see if the Candia School District will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Three Thousand and 00/100 ($3,000.00) Dollars for the purpose of
installing a new Master Fire Alarm Control Panel and otherwise improving the
fire alarm system at the Candia Moore School, (by petition)
10. To choose one Candia voter to serve as a member of the Aubum-
Candia-Hooksett School Districts Staff Development Committee for two years.
11. To see ifthe District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum ofThree
Hundred Fifty-Five Thousand Three Hundred Fifty-Two and 00/100
($355,352.00) Dollars to ftind all cost items relating to teachers' salaries and
benefits for the 1983-84 school year, Twenty-Five Thousand Three Hundred
Twenty-Seven and 00/100 ($25,327.00) Dollars ofsuch sum representing addi-
tional salaries and benefits attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits
over those obligations payable for the first year of the Collective Bargaining
Agreement entered into by the School Board and the Candia Federation of
Teachers. (This is the second year of a two-year contract.)
1 2. To see what sum ofmoney the District will vote to raise and appropriate
for the support of schools, for the payment of salaries and benefits for school
district officials and agents other than benefits and salaries payable to teachers,
and for the payment of the statutory obligations of the District.
Given under our hands and seal this 14th day of February, 1983.




A True Copy of Warrant - Attest:





CANDIA SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT, IN THE
TOWN OF CANDIA, NEW HAMPSHIRE, QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN
DISTRICT AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Candia Moore School in said
District, on the 8th day of March, 1983, at 10 o'clock in the morning, to act
upon the following articles:
1
.
To elect a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To elect a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To elect a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
4. To elect Two Auditors for the ensuing year.
5. To elect One Member of the School Board for the ensuing three
years.
6. To elect One Member of the School Board for the ensuing two
years.
7. To elect Two Members of the School Board for the ensuing year.
THE POLLS WILL CLOSE NO SOONER THAN 7 0"CLOCK P.M.









Cash on Hand July 1, 1981
(Treasurer's bank balance) $ 4,364.03
Received from Federal Sources $ 16,523.00
Received from all Other Sources 36,507.64
TOTAL RECEIPTS $ 53,030.64
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR
(Balance and Receipts) 57,394.67
LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID 45,267.75
BALANCE ON HAND JUNE 30, 1982
(Treasurer's Bank Balance) $ 12,126.92
DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
DATE FROM WHOM DESCRIPTION AMOUNT
8/28-6/30 State ofNew Hampshire Federal Lunch Reimb. $ 16,523.00
8/28-6/30 Arlene Richter, Director Lunch & Milk Receipts 35,600.76
5/19 Candia School District Balance of Dist. Approp. 906.88
TOTAL RECEIPTS DURING YEAR $ 53,030.64
REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
Fiscal Year July 1, 1981 to June 30, 1982
CAPITAL PROJECTS ACCOUNT
SUMMARY
Cash on Hand July 1, 1981
(Treasurer's bank balance) $ 8,813.72
Revenue from State Sources $ 15,089.00
Received from all Other Sources 1,112.71
TOTAL RECEIPTS $ 16,201.71
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR
(Balance and Receipts) 25,015.43
LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID 382.63
BALANCE ON HAND JUNE 30, 1982
(Treasurer's Bank Balance) $ 24,632.80
DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
DATE FROM WHOM DESCRIPTION AMOUNT
7/1-6/30 Derry Bank & Trust Interest NOW Acct. $ 1,112.71
9/4 State ofNew Hampshire Balance Energy Grant 15,089.00




Cash on Hand July 1, 1982
(Treasurer's bank balance) $ 6,721.66
Received from Selectmen (Include only
amounts actually received) $1,279,634.59
Deficit Appropriation 30,900.00
Revenue from State Sources 59,433.32
Received from all Other Sources 47,060.89
TOTAL RECEIPTS $1,417,028.80
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR
(Balance and Receipts) 1,423,750.46
LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID 1,295,168.44
BALANCE ON HAND JUNE 30, 1982
(Treasurer's Bank Balance) $ 128,582.02




This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers,
bank statements and other financial records of the treasurer of the
school district of Candia, New Hampshire, of which the above is a
true summary for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1 982, and find them
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Dr. Herman N. Sander Health Fund
Balance as of June 30, 1982:
Savings Passbook #360653 $ 660.96
Now Checking Account 910-499-3 1,429.67
Savings Certificate #16-1714 closed Feb. 682
Balance as of November 1, 1982:
Savings Passbook #360653 $ 681.97
Now Checking Acct. 910-499-3 1,455.25
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Petition Article #4 $ 7,826.00
Petition Article #5 4 ,5 6 8.00
Petition Article #6 6 ,67 8.00
Petition Article #7 8 ,95 5 .00










DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Concord
CANDIA SCHOOL DISTRICT
The revenue revisions presented below are submitted in lieu of Section FV of
Form MS-22 or MS-23 as prescribed by the Department of Revenue Adminis-









Enter any revisions ofrevenue that may result from a vote ofa school meeting
such as increases or decreases in the amount to be raised by issue of bonds
or notes; withdrawal from Capital Reserve Funds, etc. Following the close
of the fiscal year on June 30 enter other revisions of revenue based on
actual receipts or determined amounts at that time for consideration by the
Department of Revenue Administration in setting the School Tax.
2. Complete this form in triplicate and submit copies by July 15 as follows:
1 - Dept. ofRev. Administration; 2 - Dept. ofEducation, Div. ofAdministration;




Unreserved Fund Balance 140,645.13
Revenue From State Sources
Sweepstakes 11,326.30
School BIdg. Aid 6,132.10
Driver Education 1 ,750.00
Handicapped Aid 33,836.76
Revenue From Federal Sources
Child Nutrition 30,000.00
Other Federal Sources 20,000.00
District
Use














Earnings on Investments 3




























1100 Regular Programs 743,411.00 794,687.36
1200 Special Programs 231,598.00 200,923.65
1400 Other Instructional Programs 6,439.00 4,837.50
2000
5220 To Federal Projects Fund 20,000.00 10,000.00
5240 To Food Service Fund 52,376.00 53,131.11
Article 4 Petition 7,826.00
Article 5 Petition 4,568.00
Article 6 Petition 6,678.00
Article 7 Petition 8,955.00
Article 9 Petition 3,000.00







Revenues & Credits Available
To Reduce School Taxes
3000 Revenue From State Sources
3110 Foundation Aid
3 1 20 Sweepstakes
3210 School Building Aid
3230 Driver Education
3240 Handicapped Aid
4000 Revenue From Federal Source
4460 Child Nutrition Program
Other
1000 Local Rev. other than Taxes
1300 Tuition
1500 Earnings on Investments







TOTAL REVENUES & DISTRICT
ASSESSMENT
(School portion ofthe Business Profits Tax $44,29 1 to be applied to the District






The American people, since colonial times, have had an abiding faith in
the power of education. While the process of educating the young was then
at an informal level and primarily accomplished by the family, one could
say that it was universal in the sense that virtually all were trained to make
some contribution to the welfare of the family. To be sure, there were
instances in which an individual was unable to engage in some effort, but in
the main a contribution was made, whether it was large or small.
With the advent of the industrial revolution life suddenly became very
complex. Not only did society begin to reaHze that the family unit could no
longer provide an essential education, but as a result of the introduction of
more efficient machinery and legislation designed to eliminate child labor,
more and more children found their way to school. In spite of the fact that
nearly everyone subscribed to the democratic principle of an education for
all, its application fell short of the goal of universality. Not only did some
leave school at an early age, but the scope of education was narrow in
relation to the needs to be served. Those with handicaps more often than not
were completely deprived of an education and even those who were able to
attend school under normal conditions frequently did not participate on an
equahty of opportunity basis.
As the years passed and an increasing amount of social legislation was
enacted, the demands on public education grew in proportion. Initially
funded at the federal level there were some voluntary programs that
eventually had to be underwritten at the local level or dropped. Other
programs were mandated by both the federal and state governments and
either were inadequately funded or imposed on the local district to
implement. That the programs were desirable and of merit was not disputed.
Public concerns were expressed related to the ability of school districts to
accomplish the tasks mandated. Some larger districts already had
undertaken steps to provide a measure of opportunity and meeting
additional requirements did not involve much more per pupil effort because
of the numbers involved. Conversely, smaller districts, without the same
resources as their large counterparts, suddenly found themselves in the
position of having to meet new demands without additional funds.
Today, not only are districts being asked to provide facihties and
services for school-age children, but legislation pertaining to the welfare of
children is becoming broader and, in some cases, includes provisions for
preschool children. Two recent pieces of legislation, one enacted by the state
and the other by the federal government, serve to illustrate this movement.
It is emphasized that the merits of such legislation are not an issue in this
report.
In 1965, the New Hampshire General Court took action which required
every handicapped child between the ages of five and twenty-one and
capable of being benefited by instruction, to attend an approved school
program to which he may be assigned by the local school board. If
necessary, such education was to be made available until the individual
reached the age of twenty-one years. Small districts, for the most part
unable to support proper programs, usually arranged to have the child
attend a school, often outside of the district, which provided a specialized
education. The tuition liability of the district was equivalent to the state
average tuition for the previous year.
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The 1973 session of the state legislature modified the original statutes
that dealt with the handicapped in a number of ways, the most notable of
which made all preschool children eligible, regardless of age, at the same
time requiring the state board of education to assume responsibility for
tuition which exceeded the state average per pupil cost. With a statute that
made it mandatory to provide some type of program for all handicapped
children up to the age of twenty-one years, it seemed that finally parents and
school districts would obtain relief.
Such was not the case, however, for in the same breath that the General
Court enacted legislation requiring a broadening of opportunities, it failed
to provide the funds for implementation. This raised a host of questions as
to who was going to assume financial responsibility for costs above the state
average. By law the local district could pay no more than the state average
cost, but the state department of education had no money to assume
responsibihty for any payments in excess. In 1974, the statutes were
amended to give the local school Ijoard authority to pay more than the state
average tuition cost, at the same time allowing the state department of
education to assume some of the tuition cost on a pro-rated basis if any
funds were left over after meeting other obligations.
The net effect of this legislation is that the local districts must assume
responsibility for providing an equality of educational opportunity for all
children from birth to twenty-one years of age. Given the option of
estabUshing programs within the schools or tuitioning to other schools,
school boards are faced with increasing instructional costs; not only has the
population to be served increased, but the cost of providing speciaHzed
curricula often is considerably higher than that of the traditional program.
Somewhat different in thrust is Title IX of the Education Amendments
of 1972, which represents civil rights legislation recently enacted by
Congress. While it deals with sex discrimination, of particular interest is the
section which concerns the treatment of students. Many schools have in fact
already met the intent of the law in some measure. One example is the
requirement that no courses can be offered exclusively for girls or boys;
some schools now have open enrollments and actively encourage
participation of both sexes in what traditionally has been a segregated
offering. While there could be additional costs related to this arrangement,
the larger effect will be found in the area of athletics. It will now be the
schools responsibility to provide athletic opportunities in such sports and
through such teams as will most effectively equalize opportunities for
members of both sexes. Unless the program is eliminated, the effect of this
legislation will be to increase the amount of money appropriated locally for
athletics.
Traditionally, the state has been responsible for education. In most
states much of the responsibihty for actual organization and administration
of schools has been delegated to the local districts. New Hampshire residents
have taken pride in their local schools over the years and have had the
satisfaction of being able to determine the policies which governed their
operation. More recently an increasing amount of legislation at both the
state and federal levels has had the effect of reducing the extent of control
which the community has been able to exercise over its educational program.
If one examines educational legislation over the years, there can be no
question but that much has been enacted as a result of what some group
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perceived as a need. Of concern, as expressed by not a few, is that the
capacity of local districts is such that it is becoming increasingly difficuh to
adequately support all programs that are desirable as well as legislated.
In the instructional areas, the introduction of a new drug education
program called the Ombudsman program and the STAM mathematics
program for grades five through eight. The STAM program is a cost
efficient instructional program utilizing materials already in the schools and
new materials purchased at a very reasonable cost. It is a highly
individualized program and we expect great progress in mathematics
instruction as a result of it.
1982 marked the expiration of the Staff Development Plan for the
School Districts of Auburn, Candia and Hooksett. A new plan was written
to cover the period 1982 through 1987 This plan is now in effect. While the
revised plan is very similar to the old plan, some changes have been made
which should benefit all those involved in Staff Development.
The competency testing or accountability program has gone particularly
well in Candia during the past year. Using very demanding standards (80%
as a passing grade), students have performed beyond our expectations. A
detailed summary of the results of the 1981-82 competency testing program
appears elsewhere in the Town Report. I suggest that you examine it with
care.
This year we have instituted an enrichment program for gifted and
talented students under the direction of Elaine CuUity. This program is
intended to provide interesting and challenging activities for very bright
students. The program is running very well to date.
On the less positive side, there were six teachers who found it necessary
to leave the Candia school for one reason or another. We are, however, very
pleased with the high caliber of the people whom we have hired as
replacements.
The 1981-82 academic year marked a greater effort to coordinate and
consolidate the buying power of the four SAU#15 school districts. As a
result of this consolidation, the Candia School District was able to realize
substantial savings in such areas as art, office and scholar supplies; bakery
and dairy products; microcomputer hardware, school furniture and
equipment; gasoUne and heating oil. Plans are underway to refine this
process in 1982-83, and to extend it to include athletic, audio-visual and
custodial suppUes and equipment.
The 1981-82 academic year marked the Candia School District's
continued commitment to energy conservation by the implementation of two
more Energy Conservation Measures (ECM). The first involved the
replacement of window walls in one north-facing classroom and in two
smaller rooms with walls containing six inches of insulation.
The second project dealt with improvements to the heating and
ventilation systems in the primary building, the gymnasium and the annex.
Both projects were funded through a federal grant administered by the New



























































* Honor Roll Four Terms
t Valedictorian
1 1 Salutatorian
CANDIA STUDENTS WHO GRADUATED FROM RAYMOND

















ESEA TITLE I PROGRAM
1981 - 1982
The Title I Program is a federally funded program which is meant to
assist educationally disadvantaged students. These students do not meet the
criteria for identification as handicapped, but still need special assistance in
order to be successful in school. Candia's program is designed to improve
children's reading through remediation in the communication skill areas of
listening, thinking, speaking and writing. Skill in these areas is essential, not
only for reading, but for other academic subjects and every day life.
One part-time specialist and one full-time tutor met individually or in
small groups with over twenty non-handicapped students in grades one
through eight. The students were seen from two to five times weekly in half
hour sessions to work on reading and communication skills.
Pre-testing is done when the students enter the program and lessons are
then planned to meet their individual needs. A variety of materials including
tapes, worksheets, books, games and kits are used which allow the students
to progress at their own pace.
Post-testing is done at the end of the year to assess progress. During the
1981-1982 school year 71% of the students in the Title I program








MOORE SCHOOL, CANDIA, N.H.
Candia School Board Policy requires that all students pass all sections ofthe
Accountability Test before being promoted from either grade four or grade eight.
To allow a lead-in period necessary to insure instructional validity, this Policy
becomes effective in June, 1985. In the event of unanticipated extenuating
circumstances, a student's failure may be referred through the Principal to the
School Board for review.
In order to actualize the Accountability Program in keeping with the District's
committment to provide every child with those skills basic to his successful edu-
cational advancement, the following Management Plan has been devised.
A. The Management Committee will consist ofone School Board member,
the school Principal, one teacher, and two parents. When replacements




The Committee will meet in October and February to review test results,
and in June to review test results, identify weaknesses, analyze data,
and make recommendations.
C. The Committee will recommend goals for increased student mastery
for the following year after the June analysis, and will formulate the
specifics for the annual report to the School Board, the Superintendent,
and the community.
D. The Committee will make recommendations for changes in curriculum
emphasis, and methods to reach goals.
1. Recommends changes (and sequence), specifies resources, in-
cluding people, space, materials, and money required for each.
2. Designates person responsible for each change and time period
allowed.
3. Presents Plan to faculty for review and recommendations.
4. Revises as recommended.
E. The Committee prepares an annual report by July 30 after the analysis
of the year's testing and presents it to the School Board.
F. The Committee monitors the Plan and reports after each testing period
to the Superintendent, the staff and the School Board.
G. The Committee has the responsibility for disseminating results to the
public in the annual Town Report.
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ACCOUNTABILITY MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE REPORT
1981 - 1982
MOORE SCHOOL, CANDIA, N.H.
Inherent in our Accountability Plan is the skeletal structure for the Manage-
ment Plan. Our program calls for the testing of all fourth and eighth grade
students. Any student not passing a competency, must be given at least two other
opportunities to pass.
Competency tests are administered early in October, the third week in
February, and in the beginning of June.
The October testing results are reported to the parents showing actual item
performance and explaining the minimum scores required to prove mastery of
each competency. Classroom teachers are given class sheets indicating which
competencies each child passed. Bar graphs are given to the teachers to show per
cent of students passing each test.
Only those students who fail a competency in October take another test on
that competency in February. Likewise, only those who fail in February must be
re-tested in June. By June, 1985, all students must have proven mastery of all
competencies to qualify for promotion from grades four and eight. Any student
working under an Individualized Educational Plan may be exempt from any or all
Accountability tests by the team of specialists assigned to that student. Per-
formance standards have been set at 85% on Basic Calculations in Mathematics
and at 80% for all other competencies.
SOURCE MATERIAL
In conjunction with our original Accountability Program, a handbook was
printed and distributed to all teachers and to each family with students at Moore
School. This booklet specifies each competency, gives a sample test item, and
includes supplemental lists and outlines to help the students prepare for the
tests.
Furthermore, each teacher was given Instructional Guidelines prepared by
lOX pertinent to his/her teaching area and grade level. Additional information
material including competency clarification, practice exercises and research ma-
terial ( Social Studies) was developed by teacher groups to aid in the instruction of
each skill and to provide a format for the augmentation of appropriate practice
materials for students who have difficulty mastering a competency.
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RESULTS 1981 - 1982
The following bar graphs summarize the results ofthe three testing periods.
End-of-the-year analysis indicates some serious curriculum deficiencies. In the
Fourth Grade testing, weak areas are Complete Sentences, People and Events
and Government. In the Eighth Grade the weaknesses are Mechanics, Word
Problems, People and Events and Government. All other areas seem to be ade-
quately covered in the classroom for the majority of students.
Individual students need scheduled additional help with every competency
they failed.
FOURTH GRADE TESTING RESULTS
I.D. LANGUAGE AKIS MATHE21ATICS SOCIAL SITDIES
too
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GOALS FOR FOURTH GRADE
1
.
That for Complete Sentences, Competency #108, 50% ofthe fourth grade
students will prove mastery in 1982-83.
2. That for People and Events, Competency #302, 60% of the fourth grade
students will prove mastery in 1982-83.
3 That for Government, Competency # 304, 50% ofthe fourth grade students
will prove mastery in 1982-83.
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EIGHTH GRADE TESTING
(MASTERY: 85% BASIC CALCULATIONS - 80% ALL OTHERS)
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GOALS FOR EIGHTH GRADE:
1. That for Mechanics, (Punctuation, Capitalization, Spelling), Competency
#103, 75% of the eighth grade students will prove mastery in 1982-83.
2. That for Word Problems, Competency #203, 50% will prove mastery in
1982-83.
3. That for People and Events, Competency #302, 50% will prove mastery
in 1982-83.
4. That for Government, Competency #304, 50% will prove mastery in
1982-83.
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REPORT OF THE "SELF CONTAINED"
SPECIAL EDUCATION CLASS
The self contained class is a special education program that provides
services for the more severely learning disabled and intellectually
handicapped students in grades one through eight. These services are
provided in a supportive setting which places emphasis on individualized
instruction by teaching to utilizing each child's strengths and remediating
weaker areas. All students re-join their classes for non-academic periods to
promote normal social growth and development.
During the 1981-1982 school year the special class had a student
enrollment of thirteen students. These students have varying amounts of
learning difficulties and, therefore, each one has an Individual Educational
Plan (I.E.P.) specially designed to meet his or her unique special needs.
Along with the instructional responsibihties of the special class, the
teacher was responsible for performing diagnostic evaluations and acting as
case coordinator for twenty six handicapped children. This involves
developing these student's I.E.P.'s, reviewing Candia's out-of-district
handicapped placements and working with the parents and teachers of each
handicapped student.
The 1981-1982 school year has been a successful one for this program due to
the cooperation of the parents and teachers involved with the handicapped
students. I would also like to thank my aide, Marlene Ferguson, for her
unending services to both myself and the students.
Ellen Concanon
Learning Disabilities Specialist
Henry W. Moore School
Candia, New Hampshire
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SPEECH, HEARING AND LANGUAGE PROGRAM
1981-1982
The Speech, Hearing and Language Program serves children in grades
one through eight who have been identified for remediation. Both
handicapped and special needs non-handicapped children are served. It also
serves those pre-schoolers who have been identified as handicapped.
The program functions for the purpose of:
1
.
Identification of speech, language and auditory disorders by means
of referrals and screenings.
2. Diagnostic evaluations
3. Prescriptive remedial programs for the classroom, parental support
and for therapy.
Speech and language acquisition is a very important pre-requisite for
the communication skills of reading, writing and spelling. Therefore, a delay
in this area could create difficulties in almost all subjects.
Several types of speech and language areas are dealt with in the
program. The disorders include: articulation disorders, stuttering, voice
disorders, hearing impaired, and language disorders.
The speech and language program has served 34 students this year:
17 handicapped students and 17 non-handicapped students.
Of the 34 students receiving therapy, 14 have met their goals and have
been discharged. Three students are on a maintenance program and will
receive consultant services only during the 1982-1983 school.
As a result of referrals and pre-school screenings, approximately 19 new
students will enter the program in the fall. This will bring the total number
of students involved in the speech and language program to 36.
Pam Blaisdell
Speech and Language Therapist
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CANDIA SCHOOL DISTRICT
REPORT OF THE RESOURCE ROOM PROGRAM
1981 - 82 SCHOOL YEAR
The Resource Room Program is a Special Education Setting that
serves students in grades one through eight, as well as identified preschool
handicapped children. Services provided by the resource room permit
students to receive remedial instruction individually or in small groups with
emphasis placed upon teaching specific skills that the individual child needs.
At the end of the lesson(s) the student returns to the regular classroom; this
way the student only leaves the mainstream for specific periods of the school
day. All students are mainstreamed to the greatest extent possible as dictated
by public law 94-142.
During the 1981-82 school year the resource room changed significantly in
student population, enrollment and staff. We began the school year in
September with an increased student population of 54 students in grades K-8
(50 handicapped, 4 non-handicapped). We are ending the school year with a
population of 46 students, (41 handicapped, 5 nonhandicapped). The reason
for the decrease in our enrollment was due to students moving, being
transferred to other programs or discharged into the regular classroom.
Incorporated into our resource room this year was a program designed to
meet the specific needs of emotionally handicapped students. With the
addition of these students a teacher assistant and associate psychologist were
added to our program.
We have embraced mainstreaming to the extent that several out-of-
district, handicapped students that were formally placed during the 1980-81
school year are now being served in the resource room at Moore School, In
this way, their needs are successfully being met in the least restrictive
environment. For each of these students, as well as the other youngsters in
the resource room, Individual Education Plans (I.E.P;s) are designed to
meet the specific needs of each child. Many students who began the 1981-82
school year as full time resource room students have now been
mainstreamed into the regular classroom setting for specific subjects.
In summarizing, it is important to realize the various aspects of the
resource room program and the population it serves. The resource room
staff spends considerable time and effort providing remedial instruction and
support to special needs children and their parents. In addition, the resource
specialist condicts assessments, designs and implements I.E.P.s, performs
classroom observations and is available for parent and teacher consultation.
In this way the resource room is able to extend its services to the regular
classroom setting and to parents.
In closing, I would like to extend my appreciation to my dedicated
teacher assistant, Vikki Gatsas and aides, Mrs. Gail Dalpra and Miss
Marguerite Richter for their support, outstanding dedication and








1. That all teachers meet to review 1981 - 1982 Accountability Testing
results, and the recommendations.
2. That the teachers meet in three distinct groups. Primary teachers,
Fifth Grade teachers, and Sixth, Seventh and Eighth Grade teachers, for the
following purposes:
a. To clarify competencies and establish teaching sequence.
b. To review Accountability Handbook and Instructional
GuideHnes.
c. To introduce learning packets.
d. To present available instructional materials.
e. To require teachers to add to learning packets.
f . To assign teachers to specific areas of responsibility.
g. To set time lines for accomplishment of set tasks.
3. That teachers meet regularly to develop additional classroom
materials, discuss good techniques, and share ideas and methods with
alternating teachers in charge as assigned in Grades 1 - 4,
4. That Fifth Grade teachers meet to review class/individual test
results and plan specific time periods for work on skills covered in
Competencies 108, 302 and 304. That Fifth Grade teachers also provide
skill-building time for individual students who did not master a competency
in the Fourth Grade.
5. That Precision Teaching materials be used where applicable, and
that new PT materials be developed.
6. That test results be reviewed for all staff as soon as possible after
each testing period in 1982 - 1983.
7. That special services be made available to those students whose test
results indicate the need for an excessive amount of time to be spent on basic
skill mastery. Example: Title I, Aides, peer tutoring. Resource Room,
SpeciaHsts, Volunteers, etc.
8. That additional time be allotted for individual skill work with
specific time-on-task assisgnments. (Grades 4-8).
9. That Grade Six through Eight teachers explore the possibility of
working with teachers from other Districts in specific subject areas.
10. That work begin on the implementation of the Accountability
Plan in the areas of Science, Physical Education/Health and Fine Arts.
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1 1 . That administrators insure teaching of basic skills in accordance
with Candia's Accountability Plan.
This Management Plan and Report is the first annual report of its kind
and your comments and questions are welcome. By next year, the procedure
should be more systematic and the results more readily accessible. We, as a
District, are committed to provide every child with those skills basic to his
successful educational advancement, and we will keep you informed of our
progress.













Approved by Candia School Board
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CANDIA SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING — 1982
Polls were declared open at 10:00 a.m. on March 3, 1982 by Moderator
Ronald Thomas in the Moore School Auditorium for the purpose of voting for
School District Officers, Article 1 through 5 ofseparate School District Warrant.
Polls to close no sooner than 8:00 p.m.
The Annual School District Meeting was called to order by Moderator
Ronald Thomas at 7:08 p.m. on March 3, 1982 in the Moore School Audi-
torium. The meeting is to be conducted in a modified form of Roberts Rules of
Order with only registered voters to participate with the following exceptions:
David Cawley, Superintendent; Timothy Sweeney, Principal; Donald Beaudette
and Edward Donovan, Assistant Superintendents; Carol Davis, Director of
Special Services; and Gerry Zelin, Attorney.
School Board Chairman, Maijorie Benz welcomed all.
Article 1 relative to reports ofagents, officers, etc. was read by the Moderator.
Motion by Russell Dann and seconded by Dale Uhlenhake "I move that the
reports of the officers of the Candia School District as set forth in the annual
report of the district be accepted and placed on file." Motion carried.
Article 2 regarding Federal funds was read by the Moderator. Motion by
Dale Uhlenhake and seconded by Russell Dann "I move that the school district
vote to accept and expend up to $20,000. for the federal programs such as Career
Education, Gifted & Talented, Title IV and other miscellaneous programs." In
answer to a question as to the actual availabihty of these ftinds, it was explained
that this simply enables us to spend the money if it becomes available. Barbara
Mroz stated that there is no more Title IV. However, Timothy Sweeney advised
that we will be receiving $900.00 if we apply for it this year. Title IV encom-
passes library books and audio-visual equipment. Put to a vote, the motion
carried.
Article 3 relative to accepting other money that may become available was
read by the Moderator. Motion by Dale Uhlenhake and seconded by Russell
Dann "I move that the school district authorize the school board to apply for,
accept and expend, without ftirther action by the school district meeting, money
from the state, federal or other governmental unit or a private source which
becomes available during the 1 982-83 school fiscal year provided that such ex-
penditure be made for purposes for which a school district may appropriate
money and that such expenditure not require the expenditure of other school
district funds. Further, that the school board hold a public hearing prior to
accepting and spending such money." Mr. Uhlenhake explained that this merely
allows the board to accept other funds if they become available during the school
year, and that a public hearing would have to be held prior to accepting same. Put
to a vote, the motion carried.
Article 4 concerning money for support ofcommunity activity at the Moore
School was read by the Moderator. Motion by Russell Dann and seconded by
Maijorie Benz "I move that the school district raise and appropriate the sum of
$800.00 to be expended towards the support ofcommunity activity at the Moore
School." Mr. Dann explained that this is to help defray the costs of school use
when school is not open. In response to a question from Mabel Brock, Mr.
Sweeney stated that the school is used by the Lions Club, Boy Scouts, Aerobics
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class, and can be used by any non-profit organization. After much discussion of
the costs involved and the formula used by the board, the motion was put to a vote
and carried.
Article 5 relative to Special Education costs was read by the Moderator.
Motion by Marjorie Benz and seconded by Dale Uhlenhake "I move that the
district raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 6,000. for the purpose ofproviding for
Special Education costs that may exceed the amount appropriated for Special
Education under Article 1 1 (General Budget Article)". Mrs. Benz explained that
this article was introduced to see what the people would like the board to do and so
that a deficit might be avoided next year. The board has very little control over
Special Education. Robert Claver stated that the article was inappropriate and a
legal ruling was called for from Attorney Zelin.
A ten-minute recess was declared to cast the absentee ballots. Polls closed at
8:05 p.m. Meeting re-opened at 8:17 p.m.
Attorney Zelin advised thatRSA 1 98:4B would allow up to $ 1 3,000. for this
kind of fund. Mrs. Benz moved to change the amount of money in the article to
.
$13,000. and this was seconded by Dale Uhlenhake. The motion on the
amendment carried. After a lengthy discussion with many people participating,
the motion was re-read as amended. Put to a vote, the motion was defeated.
Article 6 concerning the Secondary Education Cooperative Study was read
by the Moderator. Motion by Dale Uhlenhake and seconded by Russell Dann "I
move that the district raise and appropriate $3,375.00 to fund a portion of the
costs incurred in hiring an architect and/or educational planner to assist the
Secondary Education Cooperative Study Group investigating the feasibility of a
cooperative high school for the School Districts of Auburn, Bow, Candia and
Hooksett; said committee to report back to the participating School Boards not
later than December 3, 1982, with their recommendations. However, unless
three of the aforementioned School Districts apropriate the share of costs allo-
cated to them, or both Bow and Hooksett School Districts appropriate their share
of costs, this appropriation shall become null and void." George Commenator
who has been working with this group spoke on the motion. No location has been
established. Population has been increasing in these four towns. In the discussion
it was determined that the cost per student now is approximately $2200. and with
the cooperative school the cost would likely be $ 1 900. to $2 1 00. per student. The
real advantage would be that we would have a say in things which we do not at the
present time. We are not receiving any pressure from Central High at the present
time to make any changes. Article 6 was re-read by the Moderator and, put to a
vote, was defeated.
Article 7 relative to teachers' salaries was read by the Moderator. Motion by
Russell Dann and seconded by Dale Uhlenhake "I move that the district raise and
appropriate the sum of $348,696.00 to fund all cost items relating to teachers'
salaries and benefits for the 1 982-83 school year, $21 ,733.00 of such sum repre-
senting additional costs attributable to the latest Collective Bargaining Agree-
ment entered into by the school board and the Candia Federation of Teachers;
this being the first year of a two year contract." Mr. Dann explained that we are
voting on the first year only and that the board has ratified the contract with the
teachers. This represents a 6.9% increase. In answer to a question from Helen
Wilson regarding music in the school, Mr. Sweeney stated that this provides for
3/5 of a music position; part time basic music, part time band, and part time
chorus. At the end ofdiscussion the motion was re-read by the Moderator. Putto a
vote, the motion carried.
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Article 8 regarding an increase in board membership was read by the
Moderator. Motion was made by Robert Claver and seconded by Joseph Mroz
to amend Article 8 as recommended by the attorney. Motion now reads "I move
that the district vote to approve a change in the membership ofthe Candia School
Board from three (3) members to five (5 ). Such change to take effect with the 1 983
school district elections in accordance withRSA 67 1 :4. Also in accordance with
RSA 67 1 :4, the following numbers ofboard members shall be elected each year
subsequent to the election of two additional members, deleting the original
schedule of elections and substituting the following schedule:
1983 Elect three members One for one year
One for two years
One for three years
1 984 Elect two members Both for three years
1985 Elect two members Both for three years
1986 Elect one member For three years
1987 Elect two members Both for three years
Motion carried to amend the article as read. Discussion followed on the pros
and cons ofan enlarged board with many participants. Amended Article 8 was re-
read by the Moderator and, put to a vote, the motion carried.
Article 9 concerning salaries for two additional School Board members was
read by the Moderator. Motion by Marjorie Benz and seconded by Russell Dann
"I move that the district vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$300.00 for the
purpose of providing salaries for two additional School Board members." In
answer to a motion made by Joseph Frost that this be postponed for a year
because it would not be needed until next March, Mrs. Benz advised that this
$300.00 would pay only for March, April, May, and June and would have to be
paid outofthe 1 983 budget. Motion to postpone for one yearwas put to a vote and
defeated. Motion by George Phippard and seconded by Doris Laing to move to
the question without further debate was put to a vote and carried. Article 9 was
then re-read, put to a vote, and carried.
Article 10 relative to electing District officers at the town election was read
by the Moderator. Motion by Robert Claver and seconded by Joseph Mroz "I
move that the voters of the Candia School District vote to: (a) Elect the District
officers by separate ballot at the town election in Candia, New Hampshire. If
approved, this action will take effect with the regular town elections of 1983 in
accordance with RSA 67 1 :22. (b) Adopt as official for school district purposes
the town check Hst, polling place and election machinery. (By Petition)". Paul
Price, seconded by Susan Young, moved to amend Section 1 adding "and the
annual school meeting to be held at least two days before the election of school
officers". After some discussion on the amendment, the board requested, and was
granted, a five minute recess. Meeting was re-called to order at 9:51 p.m. On
advise of legal counsel, the Moderator ruled the motion out of order, stating that
the voters could over-rule him ifthey so desired. Attorney Zelin advised that the
amendment was defective, going beyond the subject matter; and the meeting is at
the discretion of the school board. Mr. Price then withdrew his motion. There
being no further discussion. Article 10 was re-read by the Moderator, put to a
vote, and the motion carried.
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Article 1 1 concerning the appropriation ofmoney for the support of schools
other than teachers' salaries was read by the Moderator. Motion by Russell Dann
and seconded by Dale Uhlenhake "I move the District vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $1,126,531.00 for the payment of salaries and benefits for
school district officials and agents other than benefits and salaries payable to
teachers, and for the payment of the statutory obligations of the district". In
answer to a question by Helen Wilson, Mr. Beaudette advised that to include a
full time music instructor would mean another $5,000. Mrs. Wilson moved,
seconded by Joseph Mroz, to amend the article to increase it by $5,000 for a
bandmaster. Mrs. Benz explained that, even though it is voted, there is no legal
restraint on the board to spend that $5,000. for a bandmaster. Helen Wilson then
withdrew her motion. Mr. Sweeney explained thatwe presently have a bsic music
program only — no band. Motion was made by James Laing and seconded by
George Phippard to reduce the amount in the article to $ 1 ,100,7 1 3.00. A lengthy
discussion followed, both for and against the cut. An attempt was made to
compare Candia's cost per student to the surrounding towns. However they do
not all have the same grade levels to compare. According to the figures of the
board, Candia has been consistently lower than the state average and in 1 980-8
1
was lower by $365 .00. Among the topics covered in discussion were the STAT
tests in which Candia students place above the national average; the new com-
puter at the school which came through a grant of $6,000. and no cost to the
school district; and the number ofhandicapped childrenwe have to educate is now
93. Charles Wheeler moved, seconded by Dr. Hermann Sander, that we move to
the question on the amendment. Motion carried to vote on the amendment by
secret ballot as petitioned by nine voters in writing.
Results of the election of officers:
School Board member
The following Resolution was read by the Moderator: "Be it resolved that the
School District thanks Russ Dann for his six-plus years of service on the school
board of Candia. He has at all times been wilHng to volunteer his time and effort
toward what he believed was in the best interests of education in Candia. For this
we thank him and feel certain he will now enjoy his new found Wednesday night
freedom".
Upon motion by Doris Laing and seconded by Joseph Mroz the meeting ad-




Immediately following the meeting all elected officers were sworn in with the
exception of Auditor Shirley Erving, who was sworn in on March 4, 1982.
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REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL
1981-1982
The success of any school is directly related to its staff; teachers,
specialists, aides, bus drivers, Hbrarians, lunch workers, custodians,
secretaries and others who work directly with children. I am pleased to
report that due to the dedication of our staff, the Henry W. Moore School is
a success. Although the demands upon the public school seem to increase
each year, the Moore School faculty has, without reservation, met these
demands.
A major goal for this school year was the continued understanding of
the development of the pre-adolescent and adolescent learner characteristics.
This study is most commonly referred to as the middle school concept. Our
desire is to ". . . help create a chmate in schools which will nurture the
development of our youths more nearly to their full potential."
The definition of the middle school in Candia is best described by the
cohesive staff/administration attitude that is evolving from our training and
knowledge of the needs and learning styles of 10-14 year old children. Our
concept does not require additional expenditure but rather reallocations of
time, emphasis and, in some cases, money.
Practical learning experiences with application of acquired knowledge,
characterized the various field trips undertaken by grades 1-8. The eighth
grade whale watch excursion and the sixth grade's week-long trip to
Nature's Classroom, West Swanzey are examples of the outstanding effort
on the part of the faculty to provide optimumlearning experiences for our
students.
The students in grades 1-6 participated in the Young Author's
Conference under the direction of Ruth Hubbard, reading specialist.
Students in grades 1-6 wrote and constructed some truly outstanding books.
Our school sent representatives to the State Conference held in Concord. We
are proud of the students and their fine work.
Students in grade six under the direction of William McKay and
Donetta Morse, formed the Patchwork Productions Corporation. An
exercise in the free enterprise system, the group hand made a quilt to be
raffled. The proceeds from the quilting project will be used to defray costs
for their science camp excursion next year. A commendation to Mr. McKay
and Mrs. Morse, the corporate board of Patchwork Products and the
students in grade six.
The Accountability Program for the Candia School District continued
with our first testing sessions conducted in the Spring of 1982. An
accountability handbook was distributed to parents to explain the program
and acquaint parents with the instructional objectives that will be tested. In
addition to the Accountability Program, the students in grades 1,3,5,7 were
administered the Stanford Achievement Test. I am pleased to say that the
students of the Moore School scored above the national average in each of
the areas tested. Our success in achieving these scores must be attributed to
the committment on the part of the entire Moore School faculty. I would
hke to take this opportunity to express my appreciation and congratulations
to this fine group of professionals.
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In compliance with Federal Law P.L. 94-142 and State Statute R.S.A.
186, the special education needs of children ages 3-21 were provided for
through the pupil placement team. Through careful testing, analysis and
team review, individual education plans are developed for handicapped
students. Continuous review of individual educational plans and new client
referrals provide for a very involved special services program. A diligent
effort is made to educate handicapped students whose needs permit, at the
Moore School. However, considering the extreme needs of some of the
students involved, this was not always possible. Out-district placements
included schools located in Derry, Manchester, Hooksett and Merrimack.
This report marks my seventh and final year as Principal of the Henry
W. Moore School. I owe an immeasurable debt of gratitude to the many
people who have helped in making my tenure a rewarding experience. I leave
Candia confident and proud of the education that the children are receiving.
The success of Candia' s school system is due to the fact that there has been a
cooperative and supportive effort of the Community, Candia School Board,






NOTICE TO DOG OWNERS
Every dog owner or keeper of a dog three months old or
over, shall annually, before April 30th, register it with the
Town Clerk. The licensed dog must wear a collar and a tag
around his neck with his registration number thereon.
ANNUAL FEES ARE:
—Unneutered male — $6.00
—neutered male or spayed female — $3.50
—female — $6.50
If fee is not paid by June first, there is an added fee of
$1.00 per month.





State of New Hampshire
IN CASE OF FIRE — PHONE 483-2311
Written permits must be obtained from the Forest Fire
Warden for all open fires at all times, when the ground is
not covered with snow.
Permits will not be issued for the kindling of open fires
between the hours of 9:00 AM and 5:00 PM, unless raining.
Permits for grass, brush, campfires, etc., must be ob-
tained on the day burning is to be done.
Permits for screened incinerators and properly constructed
outdoor fireplaces may be obtained for the season.
There is no charge for permits which may be obtained
from Donald W. Seward, Forest Fire Warden, Candia. Tel.
483-8629.
All fires seen and reported by the fire lookout tower are
checked with these permits and any person found to be burn-
ing without first obtaining a permit is subject to a fine up to
$200.
Any person found to be burning after being refused a
permit because of unsuitable weather is subject to a fine up
to $500.
These regulations are set up by the State of New Hamp-
shire Forestry and Recreation Department.
